
Monetary policy
It was a dramatic quarter in the world of monetary policy. The Bank of England raised the 
base rate by 1.00%, in two 0.50% moves, such that it ended the quarter at 2.25%. The Bank 
indicated that it would not hesitate to raise interest rates further in its efforts to return 
inflation to the 2% target. Indeed, because of the “mini-budget”, the Bank is likely to have to 
raise interest rates more sharply than it had envisaged. The US Federal Reserve raised rates by 
0.75% in July and by another 0.75% in September, taking the federal funds target range to 3% 
to 3.25%. The Bank left the door open to further rate hikes, indicating that a period of slower 
growth and higher unemployment was an acceptable price to pay in the interests of lowering 
the inflation rate. The European Central Bank raised rates by 1.25% over the quarter in two 
separate moves, also following through on its determination to fend off inflation. In contrast, 
the People’s Bank of China cut rates in response to a darkening economic outlook. 

Global politics and events
The war in Ukraine waged on. The Russians made gains in the east of the country, but a 
counter-offensive saw the Ukrainian army retake occupied territories in the north. Following 
so-called “referendums” in occupied Ukraine, four regions became part of Russia, raising the 
military stakes. So-called “referendums” in occupied Ukraine were held, with Russia aiming 
to lay claim to these areas. Russia also called a partial mobilisation, triggering alarm amongst 
many of its citizens. Nancy Pelosi, speaker of the US House of Representatives, visited Taiwan, 
raising US-Sino tensions as she reaffirmed support for the democratically elected government 
in Taipei. China retaliated with targeted military actions in the area, as well as cyber-attacks. 
In Italy, the far-right party, Brothers of Italy, claimed victory in the general election. Its leader, 
Giorgia Meloni, is set to become the country’s first female prime minister. 

In quarter 3, 2022, the investment backdrop was dominated by concerns about rising interest rates and the 
deteriorating macro-economic outlook. Hopes of an economic “soft landing” in the US dissipated when the 
US Federal Reserve made it clear that the fight against inflation remained the priority, even at the expense 
of economic growth and employment. The earlier gains in equities drained away as investors adjusted their 
expectations to this tougher regime. Meanwhile, bond markets took a battering, with yields barely pausing 
for breath on their journey higher. An audacious “mini-budget” from the new UK government sent the 
pound tumbling and gilt yields soaring, causing stresses in the pension and mortgage markets.  
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Economics
Inflation and cost-of-living concerns remained at the forefront of investors’ minds. The UK’s 
inflation rate edged lower over the quarter as fuel costs lessened, but, at 9.9%, remained 
unnervingly high. In the US, the latest data sparked worries that inflation could now be 
deeply entrenched in the economy, paving the way for an even more aggressive path of 
interest rate hikes to come. Similarly, the eurozone’s average inflation rate leapt to a new 
high; concerns were focused upon worsening tensions with Russia and the risk of further 
reductions or stoppages in the flow of natural gas, which would likely trigger a major 
recession across the bloc. More broadly, economic activity faded as rising prices and fears 
about recessionary conditions in the months ahead caused individuals and businesses 
to pull in their horns. China’s economy contracted as the country struggled with the 
consequences of ongoing lockdowns and stresses in the property market.



UK politics and events
Following Boris Johnson’s resignation, the Conservative Party chose Liz Truss as the new 
leader and the Queen asked her to form a new government. Two days later, the sad news  
of the Queen’s passing shocked the nation, and the usual business of Parliament was put  
on hold during the period of mourning. Prior to this, the new Prime Minister outlined 
her plans to deal with soaring energy bills, effectively capping the annual bill for a typical 
household. This was followed by a “mini-budget” delivered by the new Chancellor, Kwasi 
Kwarteng, which offered up £45bn of tax cuts. This represented the largest easing of UK 
fiscal policy since 1972. In dismay, financial markets responded by crushing Sterling and 
forcing up government bond yields as confidence in the sustainability of the country’s 
finances crumbled. As yield surged, UK pension funds faced cash calls, triggering large  
scale redemptions of assets across their portfolios, thus feeding a spiral of selling pressure. 
As a consequence of this, the Bank of England was forced to intervene to preserve market 
stability. The mortgage market also came under strain, with many products withdrawn in 
short order.

Energy and climate
Climate concerns were in the headlines, with summer droughts causing chaos across 
different continents and calamitous floods hitting Pakistan. Perilously low water levels  
in the Rhine threatened the transport of goods. The UK and EU countries began to make 
contingency plans for likely energy shortages over the winter, with EU countries taking  
firm steps to reduce the demand for energy. The situation became increasingly concerning 
for Europe when natural gas flows via the Nord Stream 1 pipeline were halted. In the US, 
the so-called “Inflation Reduction Act” was passed by the Senate, a giant spending bill  
and America’s first significant climate law.

ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL BACKDROP  (CONTINUED)
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Average total returns of funds in IA equity sectors 
over 5 years to September 2022 (in UK sterling terms)

Source: FE. Please note that the value of investments and 
the income from them can fall as well as rise.*

Equity Markets

It was a period of heightened volatility as economic and 
political crosscurrents tested investors’ mettle. 

Early in the quarter, enthusiasm for equities was high, 
with investors encouraged by the idea that the US Federal 
Reserve would be forced to ease monetary policy in the 
face of a softer economy and peaking inflation. Later, as it 
became clear that the US central bank was determined to 
crush the inflation genie, investors lost confidence, fearing 
that monetary policy would be tightened aggressively as 
recessionary conditions took hold. A raft of interest rate 
rises from major central banks, together with hawkish 
rhetoric, served to reinforce this fear, placing further 
pressure upon equities. The quarter ended with all eyes  
on the UK, with the ramifications of the poorly executed 
“mini-budget” rippling through global markets. 

The UK’s political upheaval and economic woes were  
felt more acutely in the currency and sovereign bond 
markets than in the equity market. That said, mid and 
smaller-cap companies, which are perceived to be more 
exposed to the domestic demand picture and cost/supply 
issues, struggled to keep up with their larger-cap brethren. 
Indeed, over the course of this year, the large-cap index  
has been an outperformer in a global context, helped, in 
part, by the presence of the large energy companies, as 
well as more defensive companies, such as tobacco and 
consumer staples businesses. 

On a more positive note, the dramatic decline in UK 
Sterling meant that the value of (unhedged) overseas equity 
holdings in investors’ portfolios received a material boost.

MARKET REVIEW

Bond Markets

It was an extremely challenging quarter for fixed income 
markets, as bond prices fell to reflect rising interest rates 
and high inflation. For the UK gilt market, the situation 
worsened in the aftermath of Chancellor Kwarteng’s “mini-
budget”, which triggered a surge in government bond 
yields. The 10-year UK gilt broke through the psychologically 
important 4% level for the first time in over ten years. The 
ramifications of the dramatic events in the UK were felt 
around the world and did nothing to improve investor 
sentiment, which was already in a febrile state. 

Investment grade corporate bonds outperformed 
government bonds, but still suffered sharp price declines. 
High yield bonds fared better, having made good ground 
early in the quarter.

Average total returns of funds in IA bond sectors  
over 5 years to September 2022 (in UK sterling terms)

Source: FE. Please note that the value of investments and 
the income from them can fall as well as rise.*

* These graphs reflect the average performances of funds that feature in different IA (Investment Association) sectors. The performances are in 
sterling terms, which means that the effects of changes in the value of sterling versus other currencies are incorporated in the performance figures. 
Performances are calculated on a bid to bid basis, which means that any costs associated with the purchase or sale of shares/units are not included. 



MARKET REVIEW  (CONTINUED)
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Other Assets

Most commodity prices fell during the period as prices 
adjusted to lower economic growth and expectations of  
a weakening demand picture. Even the price of European 
natural gas, having spiked on fears of a permanent 
stoppage of supplies through Nord Stream 1 (the pipeline 
that brings gas from Russia to Germany) fell away as 
recession fears mounted. 

The price of gold continued to disappoint, depressed by  
the strong US dollar and higher yields available from 
competing asset classes.

Currency markets were at the heart of the action this 
quarter. The US dollar continued its upward march against 
all major currencies. Sterling, already on a weakening  
path, suffered a dramatic fall towards parity with the US 
dollar – an all-time low – in response to fiscal loosening  
and the risk that UK debt would rise to unsustainable  
levels. During a chaotic week, Sterling recovered from its 
lows, but remained extremely vulnerable thanks to the 
political and economic fall-out from the government’s  
policy announcements. The euro/US dollar rate broke 
through parity. The Japanese yen also fell to levels not  
seen since the 1990s.

And Finally

For most investors, the usual advantages of holding 
diversified portfolios have been absent this year. In recent 
times, many have enjoyed the low to negative correlation 
characteristics between the two asset classes, which 
typically saw sovereign bonds making the running at those 
times when equities were struggling. This relationship has 
changed in 2022. The backdrop of rising interest rates 
and elevated inflation has taken its toll, causing bond and 
equity prices to fall in tandem. In turn, the returns from 
mixed portfolios have been disappointing. There has been 
no place to hide, except in the relative safety of cash. Less 
comforting still is the thought that the real return picture 
(an investor’s return after taking account of inflation) is 
even worse – unless you were fortunate or smart enough 
to be holding your cash in the mighty US dollar!

What is often referred to as the “60/40 portfolio” – 60% in 
equities and 40% in bonds – is the bedrock of traditional 
investment portfolios and it has its roots in the original 
company pension scheme. Although today’s multi-asset 
portfolios are much more sophisticated than they used 
to be, typically, the basic risk and return characteristics 
are not very far removed from this traditional structure. 
In other words, when bonds and equities are both under 
pressure, it is difficult for most invested funds and 
portfolios to avoid drawdowns.

Markets are known as effective discounting mechanisms 
and the current choppy conditions reflect the fact that 
investors are reassessing their expectations for asset 
prices in the light of the changed economic outlook and 
tighter financial conditions for consumers, businesses, 
and governments alike. Although this process probably 
has further to go, the good news is that some professional 
investors, particularly those prepared to take a longer-term 
view, are beginning to feel more constructive – even excited 
– by some of the prices and yields on offer. That said, in the 
immediate term, caution remains the watchword.     

By Gill Hutchison, Research Director, Embark Group



What’s changed?

Fund Name Changes

In July 2022 Threadneedle changed the names of their UK-domiciled funds to align them more closely with their global brand 
name, Columbia Threadneedle Investments.

Fund Manager and Fund Name Changes

In July 2022 BMO rebranded to Columbia Threadneedle Investments and renamed the funds to bring them in line with this 
branding.
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FUNDS

ISIN Previous Fund Name New Fund Name
GB00B7HJLD86 Threadneedle Amercn Sel ZNA £ CT Amercn Sel ZNA £
GB00B8358Z89 Threadneedle Am Sm CosUS ZNA £ CT Am Sm CosUS ZNA £
GB00B7T2FK07 Threadneedle Am ZNA £ CT Am ZNA £
GB00B83BWC19 Threadneedle Asia ZNA £ CT As ZNA £
GB00B817DW83 Threadneedle EmgMkt Bd ZNI £ CT EmgMkt Bd ZNI £
GB00B990YR84 Threadneedle Europn Bd ZNI £ CT Europn Bd ZNI £
GB00B8BC5H23 Threadneedle EurpnSlct ZNA £ CT EurpnSl ZNA £
GB00B84CYY92 Threadneedle Eurpn SmCos ZNA £ CT Eurpn SmCos ZNA £
GB00B8C2LS47 Threadneedle Eurpn ZNA £ CT Eurpn ZNA £
GB00B8C2M701 Threadneedle Gbl Bd ZNI £ CT Gbl Bd ZNI £
GB00B8C2TM45 Threadneedle Global Sel ZNA £ CT Global Sel ZNA £
GB00B7SGDT88 Threadneedle Hi Yld Bd ZNI £ CT Hi Yld Bd ZNI £
GB00B7TRT705 Threadneedle Japan ZNA £ CT Jp ZNA £
GB00B8BQ6V57 Threadneedle Latin Amer ZNA £ CT LtnAmc ZNA £
GB00BMGRVP05 Threadneedle MngBdFoc Z A£ CT MngBdFoc Z A£
GB00BMGRVV64 Threadneedle MngBd Z A£ CT MngBd Z A£
GB00BMGRVZ03 Threadneedle MngEq&Bd Z A£ CT MngEq&Bd Z A£
GB00BMGRW246 Threadneedle MngEqFocs Z A£ CT MngEqFocs Z A£
GB00BMGRW915 Threadneedle MngEqInc Z I£ CT MngEqInc Z I£
GB00BMGRW683 Threadneedle MngEq Z A£ CT MngEq Z A£
GB00B8BZ3226 Threadneedle MthlyEx In ZNI £ CT MthlyEx In ZNI £
GB00B7SH5738 Threadneedle Stg Bd ZNI £ CT Stg Bd ZNI £
GB0001451508 Threadneedle Stg Corp Bd INI £ CT Stg Corp Bd INI £
GB00B882QB67 Threadneedle Strat Bd ZNI £ CT Strat Bd ZNI £
GB00B88P6D76 Threadneedle UKEqAlphInc ZNI £ CT UKEqAlphInc ZNI £
GB00B8169Q14 Threadneedle UK Eq Inc ZNI £ CT UK Eq Inc ZNI £
GB00B8848T44 Threadneedle UKGthandInc ZNI £ CT UKGthandInc ZNI £
GB00B8BV4509 Threadneedle UKMthInc ZNI £ CT UKMthInc ZNI £
GB00BQ3G0Z13 Threadneedle UKPrpAutTst I I £ CT UKPrpAutTst I I £
GB00B7JL4Y45 Threadneedle UK Sm Cos ZNI £ CT UK Sm Cos ZNI £
GB00B84PMM20 Threadneedle UK ZNI £ CT UK ZNI £

ISIN Previous Fund Name New Fund Name
GB00B83XVS65 BMO MM Lifestyle 4 B Acc CT MMLSyle4 B Acc
GB00B7MXZP57 BMO MM Lifestyle 5 B Acc CT MMLSyle5 B Acc
GB00B7S6RS52 BMO MM Lifestyle 6 B Acc CT MMLStle6 B Acc
GB00B8987430 BMO MM Lifestyle 7 B Acc CT MMLfSyle7 B Acc

For information on the panel funds currently available through the ISA and Investment Account, please contact your adviser 
or go to client.embarkplatform.co.uk where you can download the Sterling Panel Funds Guide.
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Keeping in touch

Please tell your adviser if you change your postal address, telephone number or email address.

If you no longer have an adviser, please contact us direct to ensure Embark holds your up-to-date contact details.

It’s especially important that we are able to send you information by email.

Digital communication is fast, secure, environmentally friendly and costs less than print.

Please let your adviser or us know if you have any problem receiving or reading digital communications like email or 
on-screen literature.


